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This book is a valuable compendium for the research worker or teacher
interested in parathyroid physiology. Though it will soon be outmoded, it
is an important benchmark in an interesting story of continued progress.
FRANKLIN H. EPSTEIN
BONE: AN INTRODUCTION To THE PHYSIOLOGY OF SKELETAL TISSUE.
By Franklin C. McLean and Marshall R. Urist. Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1961. xvii, 261 pp. $6.00.
The book is one of the series of The Scientists Library: Biology and
Medicine. The purpose of the series is to provide authoritative information
about the growth and status of various subjects in such a fashion that the
individual books may be read with profit not only by the specialist but
also by those whose interests lie in other fields.
The book is not intended as a full-scale monograph on the physiology of
bone. Historical treatment is reduced to a minimum, documentation is
limited, illustrations are few. On the other hand, the text provides an
extended treatment of the current state of the literature. The authors are
well qualified because both have made notable contributions to theknowledge
of bone. In addition, they collaborated in a number of studies.
The content of the book is concerned with bone as a tissue rather than
with its mechanical function in providing the skeletal support of the body or
with the shape, adaptation, or development of individual bones. The intent
of the authors is to bridge the gaps remaining between the various
disciplines and to contribute to the unification of the subject. Nearly every
approach to the study ofbone is contained in the book including morphology,
experimental embryology, histochemistry, enzyme chemistry, crystallog-
raphy, endocrinology, electron microscopy, autoradiography, and micro-
radiography. Complementing the many clinical treatises on bone, the book
considers disorders of metabolism from the standpoint of pathological
physiology rather than diagnosis and treatment.
Reflecting the progress in the study of bone, this second edition
represents an extensive revision entailing a considerable amount of complete
rewriting and expansion of most of the text. However, the book still remains
a concise statement of the present status and important advances in its
field.
E. S. CRELIN
HORMONES IN BLOOD. C. H. Gray and A. L. Bacharach, Eds. New York,
Academic Press Inc., 1961. 655 pp. $20.
The purpose of the authors was to bring together, in a meaningful manner,
the important data on approximately 15 groups of hormones found in human
blood or plasma. The 22 contributors from seven different countries are
authorities in their fields. For each group of hormones, a description of
its chemical nature, biosynthesis and physiology, and evaluation of methods
of measurement is given. The chapters on insulin, thyroid hormones, and
the adrenal steroids are thorough, up to date, and cite important references
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in their respective fields. The chapters on adrenocorticotrophin, oxytocin,
and vasopressin are not very inspiring.
This book will be a useful reference book for research endocrinologists
or those involved in the measurement of hormones in blood. The latter
will find it useful for its critical evaluation of methods rather than a
description of a particular method. It is a good book, well written, and,
in general, the authors have accomplished their purpose.
PATRICK J. MULROW
CARCINOGENESIS. By I. Hieger. Chester Beatty Research Institute, London.
London and New York, Academic Press Inc., 1961. xi, 138 pp. $5.
In this volume the author planned to put "into perspective the theories
which have been advanced to interpret the process whereby normal cells
and tissues are transformed to cancer." To this end he has quoted exten-
sively in and sometimes possibly somewhat out of context from those who
have been inclined to theorize on what cancer is and how it comes about.
One cannot doubt that "quotations are authentic statements" in that they
can be ascribed to an author, but authenticity and truth are not identical.
Often of course the statements were concepts or interpretations at best
and not presented as 'truths.'
The small volume is nicely and provocatively written. It follows a
historical outline, in general, in that the tissue balance, irritation, embry-
ologic rest, somatic mutation, and immunological theories or hypotheses
of the causes of cancer are taken up in order. Only the last two are of
greatest contemporary concern and are discussed in some detail. The general
conclusion is that they merit no more than the status of theories. In the
absence of scientific proof they are at best working hypotheses or extrapo-
lations and at worst flimsy reasoning or tautologies. It should be obvious
that the multiplicity of extant theories probably means that all are
inadequate.
One chapter concerned the carcinogens is almost exclusive summarizing
and description rather than analytical or critical except insofar as the author
has been selective. This is followed by a brief chapter on intramolecular
electronic configuration and carcinogenesis. The difficulty of evaluating
carcinogenicity quantitatively in a biological sense has frustrated attempts
to determine physical-chemical characterization which might correlate
with biological activity. The few nice studies which attempt to localize the
site of action of carcinogens at subcellular or mechanistic levels are
inadequate for generalization at this time.
Carcinogenesis has been assumed by some to be a multi-stage process,
(Chapter 5) for example, an initiating stage and a promoting stage. Sub-
stances or stimuli called initiators or promoters are associated with these
stages. These are but terms associated with gross biological manifestations
under special conditions and add little to understanding the processes
acting at basic and cellular levels. That an 'initiator' is a stimulus or
stimulator that initiates a response in a tissue organism or cell that when
promoted by a 'promoter' leads to cancer, is itself an interpretation.
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